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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Jossara Jinaro and Sandy Modic lead 'Parfection'
Ladies Pair Up For Golf Movie
San Diego, California. Jossara Jinaro and Sandy Modic take a swing at a golf comedy
this summer. The two have signed to star in the feature "Parfection – The Golf Movie” by
Angelic Pictures.
Jinaro plays Joselyn a confident marketing professional biding her time for the younger
man she loves to focus exclusively on her. Modic plays Mandy a college student with a
level head, but unreconciled crush on her brother’s best friend. After their love interests
lose an extreme bet the guys must play the golf game of their lives to save their future
and regain their dignity. The girls push them to become the men they were meant to be
all along.
Drew Rosenberg is directing the DGA/SAG/WGA project penned by Mike Terrell that
begins filming in August in San Diego. Steve Nickell & Bruce Pobjoy are producing.
Jinaro has appeared in over 30 film and television projects. She is most known for her
role as Rae on the long running series “Passions”. A strong advocate in the Latin film
markets, Jinaro has served on the EEOC and Latino subcommittee, she also chaired the
committee responsible for the first SAG study "Missing in Action, Latinos in and out of
Hollywood." She also appeared in Rob Zombie’s “Devil’s Rejects”, “Havok”, “The

Journey”, GB2525 and “The Fly Boys”.
Modic makes her feature film debut in “Parfection”. She is an accomplished theater
actress, singer and songwriter, a destined “tripple threat.” Modic recently appeared in
several comedic sketches directed by Jerry Zucker on NationalBanana.com She also
completed a music video for her song “The Only Girl in His Life” directed by Hannah Lux
Davis. She is repped by Doug Murphy of Doug Murphy Management.
About Angelic Pictures
“Parfection – The Golf Movie” is the first title in a series of Style & Attitude films to be
produced by Angelic Pictures. Angelic Pictures, Inc. is a full service Motion Picture
Production Company based in San Diego, California. Founded in 1997, Angelic Pictures
has specialized in bringing projects to fruition from the development phase to final
delivery. Angelic Pictures seeks to produce quality feature films that balance creativity
with business efficiency. Angelic is in the film business, and the realities of financing,
marketing and investor return are our top priorities. Angelic Pictures brings quality and
accountability to all our projects and partners. Angelic welcomes dialogue with
companies interested in product representation in future projects.
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